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REPORT ON THE GUEST LECTURE 

Mr. Manas Kumar Yogi addressed the students of III B.Sc (MPCs) and III B.Com(CA) and 

narrated  about what is adynamic web page and what are the different ways possible to create a 

dynamic webpage as follows: 

Server-side dynamic web page 

A server-side dynamic web page is a web page whose construction is controlled by an application 

server processing server-side scripts. In server-side scripting, parameters determine how the assembly 

of every new web page proceeds, including the setting up of more client-side processing.  

Client-side dynamic web page 

A client-side dynamic web page processes the web page using HTML scripting running in the 

browser as it loads. JavaScript and other scripting languages determine the way the HTML in the 

received page is parsed into the Document Object Model, or DOM, that represents the loaded web 

page. The same client-side techniques can then dynamically update or change the DOM in the same 

way. Even though a web page can be dynamic on the client-side, it can still be hosted on a static 

hosting service such as GitHub Pages or Amazon S3 as long as there isn't any server-side code 

included.  

A dynamic web page is then reloaded by the user or by a computer program to change some variable 

content. The updating information could come from the server, or from changes made to that page's 

DOM. This may or may not truncate the browsing history or create a saved version to go back to, but 

a dynamic web page update using Ajax technologies will neither create a page to go back to, nor 

truncate the web browsing history forward of the displayed page. Using Ajax technologies the end 

user gets one dynamic page managed as a single page in the web browser while the actual web 

content rendered on that page can vary. The Ajax engine sits only on the browser requesting parts of 

its DOM, the DOM, for its client, from an application server. 

Server-side scripting 
 

A dynamic web page needs a support-server, an application server to process its server-side 

language. 

A program running on a web server (server-side scripting) is used to generate the web content on 

various web pages, manage user sessions, and control workflow. Server responses may be 

determined by such conditions as data in a posted HTML form, parameters in the URL, the type of 

browser being used, the passage of time, or a database or server state.  

Such web pages are often created with the help of server-side languages such as ASP, ColdFusion, 

Go, JavaScript, Perl, PHP, Ruby, Python, WebDNA and other languages, by a support server that 

can run on the same hardware as the web server. These server-side languages often use the Common 

Gateway Interface (CGI) to produce dynamic web pages. Two notable exceptions are ASP.NET, and 

JSP, which reuse CGI concepts in their APIs but actually dispatch all web requests into a shared 

virtual machine.  

The server-side languages are used to embed tags or markers within the source file of the web page 

on the web server. When a user on a client computer requests that web page, the web server interprets 
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these tags or markers to perform actions on the server. For example, the server may be instructed to 

insert information from a database or information such as the current date.  

Dynamic web pages are often cached when there are few or no changes expected and the page is 

anticipated to receive considerable amount of web traffic that would create slow load times for the 

server if it had to generate the pages on the fly for each request.  

Client-side scripting 

Client-side scripting is changing interface behaviors within a specific web page in response to mouse 

or keyboard actions, or at specified timing events. In this case, the dynamic behavior occurs within 

the presentation. The client-side content is generated on the user's local computer system.[4]  

Such web pages use presentation technology called rich interfaced pages. Client-side scripting 

languages like JavaScript or ActionScript, used for Dynamic HTML (DHTML) and Flash 

technologies respectively, are frequently used to orchestrate media types (sound, animations, 

changing text, etc.) of the presentation. Client-side scripting also allows the use of remote scripting, a 

technique by which the DHTML page requests additional information from a server, using a hidden 

frame, XMLHttpRequests, or a Web service.  

Example 

The client-side content is generated on the client's computer. The web browser retrieves a page from 

the server, then processes the code embedded in the page (typically written in JavaScript) and 

displays the retrieved page's content to the user.  

When to choose static web designing? 

Gradually trend of static websites are decreasing, as a simple text change also involves web designer 

or developer involvement. You can choose it for simple one page website or websites mainly focused 

on design rather than functionality and seo. 

When to choose dynamic web designing? 

In dynamic web design anything is possible and you can achieve, what can be done by static method 

plus you get enormous opportunity to build web systems that can change as you business demands. 

Now a days there are various dynamic web building platform, which gives a strong foundation and 

development roadways to build it right. If you are planning to do anything beside simple good 

looking web pages, such as publishing you content or making changes to existing content without 

technical knowledge its best to go for dynamic web. 

Basic components of dynamic websites 

 Web Server - Get it from web hosting company 

 Database - Along with hosting plan 

 CMS - Like Wordpress, Drupal, Joomla, etc. 

Web Server 

A web server is computing system designed for exchanging information from server to browser or 

other client making http (the basic network protocol used to distribute information on the World 

Wide Web) request. Web server is consist of hardware computer, an operating system and various 
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supporting applications to process network protocal requests. Most commonly Apache is used are 

server application system on top of Linux or windows server operating system. 

Database 

Database are information house for any dynamic website, it is used to store data in different tables 

and extract it dynamically on demand. Database is designed to keep all relevant information and 

website content in different tables and with the help of database query language we can read, insert, 

or edit data very easily and efficiently. Most commonly MySql is used as database system as its free 

and widely tested and accepted. Even your favourite social network Facebook uses MySql to store 

and display data from all over the world. 

CMS Content Management System 

CMS Content Management System is set of software written in server side scripting language like 

php, dotnet, asp, java etc. Its primary task is to make connection between web server, database, and 

client's browser and make dynamic html pages on given request by pulling data from database and 

file system.With any standard hosting plan you get all these three components to build you awesome 

ynamic website.
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